1. The present work is a continuation of the study of Hilbert modules [6] , [7] . In the previous paper [7] we generalized the theorem which states that each positive definite function on a group G is of the form p(t) = (Utf0,f0) for some unitary representation U of G, where f0 is some member of the Hilbert space on which U acts. In this paper we will generalize the concept of a positive linear functional on a *-algebra and will prove that each generalized positive functional cp on a Banach algebra B is of the form (p(x) = (/", Px/0) for some ^representation x ->-Tx of B by Alinear operators on some Hilbert module.
Applying this result to a group algebra we shall derive an integral representation of the generalized positive linear functional on P1(G) in terms of an /7*-algebra valued positive definite function on G. In this way we will establish generalizations of Theorem 2 in §17 and Theorem 2 in t(A) by the requirement that a ^ 0 if a = b*b for some b e A. Also there is a trace tr defined on t(A) such that tr a = t(cj) if a ^ 0 and tr (xy*) = tr = (x . y) for all x, y e A (here (.) denotes the scalar product on A). For further details on r(A) the reader is referred to [8] and [9] .
A right module H over A is called a Hilbert /1-module if there exists a r(/l)-valued function (, ) on H x H having the following properties:
te>A (/",£«) = (f,g)<>, (/>/) ^ 0 and |tr (/,g)|2 ^ r{fj)r{g,g).
(n) (//) = o if and only if/ = 0.
(iii) H is complete in the norm ||/|| = (t(//))1/2. The function (,) is called generalized scalar product. There is a linear structure on H such that H is an ordinary Hilbert space with respect to the scalar product [/ g] = tr (g,f). An v4-linear operator on H is an additive mapping T: H -> H such that T(fa) = (Tf)a for all/e H, a e A; T is bounded in \\Tf\\ ^ A/ |j/|| for some M ^ 0 and all/e/7. Each bounded /1-linear operator T is linear and its adjoint T* has the property that (7/, g) = (/ T*g) for all / g e H.
3. Let 5 be a Banach algebra with the identity e and an involution x-> x* such that |x*| = \x\ for all xeB and let i be a proper H*-algebra (| | denotes the norm for each algebra). 
Thus q>{x*) = (p(x)* since a, 6 were arbitrary. Let 9t = {/e AI (/,/) = 0}; then the last inequality implies that (/, g) = 0 for all /e 9t, g e A. Also 91 is an ,4-submodule of K (since r(fa,fa) = r((ff)aa*) ^ r(//) • r(aa*) if a e A). Let//' = A/91 and let /7 be the completion of H' with respect to the norm of H' which is induced by || || (we will denote this norm also by || ||). Then //is a Hilbert module.
For each x e B we define an operator T'x on A by setting T'x(f) = 7"x(2iXiöi) = S«**»0«» then 7"* is /1-linear and we shall show that \\T'x(f)\\ ^ |x| • 11/11 for all /el This inequality will imply both that 4. If the algebra B has no identity then we can adjoin it to B and consider the algebra Be = {Xe + x | x e B, X complex} as it was done, for example, on p. 25 of [4] (or on p. 59 of [3] ). We extend the involution to Be by setting (Xe + x)* = Xe + x* and consider the norm \\Xe + x\\ = Definition.
A positive A-functional on B is a mapping 99:73-^-^4 such that there exists a positive yl-functional 95' on Be whose restriction to B coincides with <p.
This definition enables us to apply Theorem 1 to a group algebra in order to obtain a generalization of Theorem 2 in §30 of [5] , which establishes the correspondence between positive definite functions defined on a topological group and (extendable) positive linear functionals defined on the group algebra.
We will need a few lemmas.
Lemma 2. Let H be a Hilbert module over a proper H*-algebra A and let T be a right centralizer [8] on A. Then there exists a bounded linear operator T' on H such that T(f, g) = (T'f, g) for allf, g e H.
Proof. For a fixed feH the mapping b:g->-T(f,g) is a bounded -linear functional on H (r(P(/,g)) < ||P|| • r(f,g) <: \\T\\ ■ \\f\\ • \\g\\ [9] ). Thus [6, Theorem 3] there exists zf e H such that T(f, g) = (zf, g) for all g g H and \\b\\ = \\zf\\ ^ \\T\\ ■ ||/||. We define T'f=zf---. Now let (S, p) be a measurable space and let h(s) be a mapping of S into a Hilbert module H such that the r(/4)-valued function t(s) = (g, h(s)) is Pettis integrable for each g e H. This in turn means that the scalar valued function (pm(s) = m(g, h(s)) is Lebesgue integrable for each m e t(A)* and there exists a member (P) J (g, h(s)) ds of t(A) such that m((P) J (g, h(s)) ds) = j" m(g, h(s)) dp(s) for all m e t(A)*. This condition could be restated as follows [9] : for each right centralizer T on A the mapping s ->■ tr T(g, h(s)) is Lebesgue integrable and there exists (P) j (g, h(s)) ds e t(A) such that tr T (P) (g, h(s)) ds) = tr T(g, h(s)) dp(s) for all P e R(A).
Definition.
We shall say that an //-valued function h(s) is P-integrable if (g, h(s)) is Pettis integrable for all g e H and there exists P(h) e H such that (g, P(h)) = (P) J (g, h(s)) ds for all g e H
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use It was shown in [6] that H has also a structure of a Hilbert space with respect to the (ordinary) scalar product [/, g] = tr (g,f). Therefore one may speak about the Pettis integral of an /Y-valued function. It turns out Lemma 3. A Hilbert module valued function h(s) is P-integrable if and only if it is Pettis integrable; also P(h) = (P) f h(s) ds.
Proof.
Taking T to be the identity operator we see at once that each P-integrable function is Pettis integrable.
Conversely let h(s) be Pettis integrable. Then for each g e H and
TeR(A) = r(A)* [9] the function £(s) -tr T(g, h(s)) = tr (T'g, h(s)) is
Lebesgue integrable and which means that (g, (P) J* h(s) ds) is the Pettis integral of (g, h(s)) (P' is as in Lemma 2) . But this simply means that h(s) is P-integrable and P(h) = (P))h(s)ds.
5. We are now in a position to generalize Theorem 2 of §30 in [5] . Let G be a locally compact group; consider its group algebra D(G). tr T(g, h(s)) dp(s) = tr (T'g, h(s)) dp(s) = tr T'g, (P) h(s) ds Lx(G)e = {ke + a \ a e L}(G), X complex} 
